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Youth-led
Innovation? (YLI)
I

t is using the natural youthful capacity of young
people to instigate innovative ideas in response
to challenges and opportunities found in
organisations, government departments and
broader society.
YLI’s power lies in young people’s natural ability
to think creatively, in their ability to come up
with futuristic ideas today and their bias to bold,
seemingly impossible (until they are done!)
solutions. WE also know this generation is
driven by positive purpose, a critical ingredient
for sustainable solutions. We call these young
people Springers!

You are a Springer if you:

Have a space
of influence
with your
peers (you
come with a
crowd!)
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How does it work?
You have a question/challenge

We recruit fit-for purpose Springers geared to solving the problem
We find internal champions interested in solving the questions
We host a champion session to clarify and reframe the questions

We host an immersion session

We host a Springbreak session
Springrefinery: business case and pilot solution
Springboard: Scale the solution
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The Springbreak Process

Our innovation principles
• The “question” is our mutual attraction.
We love to take on challenges that are
urgent and appealing. Are they moving
your business and Africa forward?
• We connect you to your outside world –
embrace the perspectives brought in by
the Springers
• Innovation is a learning process – insights
are delivered every step of the way
• Make uncommon connections – each
person in the SpringBREAK is unique in
their thinking
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The Greenhouse Experience

The Greenhouse is a world-class innovation hub, boasting the best in:
• Collaborative and visual analytics
• World-class facilitation
• Large customizable space
• Breakthrough centered design
• 400sqm of writable wall
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Who we have worked with:
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Contacts
Neliswa Fente
Mobile: +27 (0)73 233 0989
Email: nfente@deloitte.co.za

Raelene Clarke
Mobile: +27 (0)72 687 6593
Email: raclarke@deloitte.co.za
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